Site: Ranch House in the Alps

AV. Temp: 50°F
AV. Moisture: 55"/year

Soil pH: 7.5
pH Buffer: 7.8

CEC = 18
OM = 2.6%
K = 3%
P = 6-10 ppm

1. Will this grass be used for a lawn? Answer
2. Is the temperature generally warm or cool? Answer
3. Does it get very hot in the summer? Answer
4. Does the area receive a moderate amount of moisture? Answer
5. Is it often foggy? Answer
6. Will there be traffic on the lawn? Answer
7. Will there be livestock crossing the lawn? Answer
8. If you got mad at your neighbor, would you consider hitting golf balls at their house? Answer
9. Do you want a single grass or a blend? Answer
10. In that case, do you have lots of money to spend on it? Answer
11. Is the site on a slope? Answer
12. Do you want sod or seed? Answer
13. Do you have a source of OM (perhaps manure)? Answer
14. Could you till that in before planting to raise OM + CEC levels? Answer
15. Can you water this lawn? Answer
16. Can you fertilize 4-6 lbs/1000 ft² a year? Answer
17. Especially P + K? Answer
18. Do you live in the mountains? Answer
19. Can you get elemental sulfur to lower soil pH? Answer
20. Are you ready for an awesome lawn? Answer

Grass Answer: [Hand-drawn grass symbol]